Studies of a positive supercoiling machine. Nucleotide hydrolysis and a multifunctional "latch" in the mechanism of reverse gyrase.
Reverse gyrase, the only topoisomerase known to positively supercoil DNA, has an N-terminal ATPase domain that drives the activity of a topoisomerase domain. This study shows that the N-terminal domain represses topoisomerase activity in the absence of nucleotide, and nucleotide binding is sufficient to relieve the repression. A "latch" region in the N-terminal part was observed to close over the topoisomerase domain in the reverse gyrase crystal structure. Mutants lacking all or part of the latch relax DNA in the absence of nucleotide, indicating that this region mediates topoisomerase repression. The mutants also show altered DNA-dependent ATPase activity, suggesting that the latch may be involved in coupling nucleotide hydrolysis to supercoiling. It is not required for this process, however, because the mutants can still positively supercoil DNA. Nucleotide hydrolysis is essential to the specificity of reverse gyrase for increasing the linking number of DNA. Although with ATP the enzyme performs strand passage always toward increasing linking number, it can increase or decrease the linking number in the presence of a nonhydrolyzable ATP analog. This suggests that the mechanism of reverse gyrase is best described by a combination of recently proposed models.